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The existence of the tendency and the fact
of business combinations for economic, competitive,
financial, promotion and other reasons, begun, empha-
si«ed and probobly abused all in the five deoadea pre-
ceding the 1929 business debacle, is vell known. These
combinations took various forms. The "pooling of in-
terests" method which proved unsuccessful because gentle-
men did not always live up to their agreements, the
'Voting trust" whioh incurred the wrath of the more or
less understanding public opinion and was therefore
legislated into disuse, and the "interlocking directorate 8
method of centralizing control, presented few, if any,
new or difficult accounting problems. Y*en, however,
combination took the newer forms of consolidation and
merger, and the holding company became the most used
method of effecting the same results as the "pool" and
the "trust", there were created conditions which called
for « high degree of nicety and skill in the correct
spplication of accounting theory and practice.
Vtoere it proved impossible or undesirable

to combine companies, the same ends wore achieved through
the holding company method, which secured control of com-
panies through the purchase of a sufficient p^.rt of t.v e
voting stock to insure such control* The difference between
the consolidation or merger method of oombint tion and the
holding company method, considered solely from an account-
ing viewpoint, is that the most difficult problems of
accounting theory are finished when a consolidation or mer-
ger is accompli shed whereas they arc just begun when the
holding company it actually formed and continue in increas-
ing complexity throughout its existence*
The first major accounting problem in a consol-
idation or merger is that of properly determining the
relative value of several companies as going businesses,
and to outline practici 1 and equitable methods of purclase,
especially -where payment is to be made in the form of stock
of another company*
The numerous difficulties of accounting for a
holding company arise because of the fact that when two
or more corporations become affiliated through intercompany
stockholdings, although each maintains its own corporate

identify, there results a new business entity the com-
ponent parts of which are the associated oompanies.
This new business association has no legal status as
such, but does nevertheless represent a real business
organization or unit* For various reasons it may be
desired to kno* the financial condition and progress of
this group of related companies as a whole. Obviously
the financial condition or progress of the group is tha
combined condition or progress of the individual compan-
ies. The Btptecients which present this desired infor-
mation are generally known as "Consolidated Balance £1 eet"
and "Consolidated Profit and Loss Statement.
"
"FSber© the related companies have business
transactions with eaoh other the result is profit to
one and cost or expense to another, assets in the form
of receivables on the books of one company and obligations
on the books of the other* Now it is apparent that this
group of relrted companies cannot, as a group, meke a
profit by dealings within itself* It is also apparent
that if the assets and liabilities were combined they
botti would be overstated on the balance sheet to the

extent that intercompany relationships are included.
It is necessary* therefore, that before ac-
curate consolidated statements can be prepared adjust-
ments must be iar.de to eliminate the effect of intercom-
pany transactions on the consolidated progress end
condition.
One very important reason for the preparation
of consolidated statements is that very often aocurate
statements of a company owning a controlling interest
in one or more other companies are not possible without
reference to the condition and progress of the subsidiary
companies*
For instance a relatively important asset on
the bocks of the holding company may bo "Investments in
Subsidiaries.* Bie type of investment acoount which
represents a temporary use of surplus funds is not here
considered* The balance of this "investment in Subsid-
iaries" account may have no relation to either the cost
of the securities or to their real value. Furthermore
it is not a real tangible asset but represents an equity

in the net worth of the subsidiary companies* In other
•words, in order to present a true picture of the finan-
cial condition of the company it is necessary that for
the intangible investment account there he substituted
the tergible assets and corresponding liabilities of
the subsidiary coiipsniss*
Other reasons for presenting consolidated
statements arise from the inconsistency of the methods
used by the holding companies in carrying the investment
in subsidiaries on their books* If the investment ac-
count is carried at a value equivalent to the book value
of the stock owned, and is periodically adjusted to take
up the proportionate pert of the profits and losses of
the oompenies ownership in vhioh it represents, the prob-
lems of consolidation are considerably simplified* How-
ever, the condition is not without precedent where the
holding company preferred to take up on its bocks income
of subsidiaries only when the same has been distributed
as dividends by the subsidiary company* Although legal
fiction justifies this procedure it is inoorreot from
the accounting standpoint which insists on the true facts

being presented* Because the holding company controls
the subsidiary companies it determines the dividend pol-
icies. The earnings of the subsidiaries, or rather that
portion determined by the percent of stock orned, are
therefore the earnings of the parent company by virtue
of the principle of constructive receipt. Reprehensible
motives for including only dividends received from sub-
sidiaries in the income of the holding company are, on
the one hftnd, the desire of keeping the stockholders of
the holding company and others unawara of the real earn-
ings of .subsidiaries, and on the other hand, the purpose
of including earnings of those subsidiaries which make
money and not including losses of those companies trho
show losses* The ultimate purpose of such misrepresen-
is
tation of facts to manipulate stock prices to the advan-
tage of those within the esoteric circle* It is apparent
therefore that in most cases the true condition and pro-
gress of the holding company can be presented only through
the medium of consolidated statements*
Fieving digressed to establish the necessity
and value of consolidated statements tre may return to the

consideration of the accounting problems whioh arise in
the preparation of suoh statements* As one author states,
"The idea of consolidated statements is simple in concept
1
but usually difficult of full realization." One reason
for the truth of this statement is the fundamental reason
that accounting is not Hi exaot science^ because it has to
measure value fluctuations* Such measurements are based
on estimates and are therefore, to a certain degree, mat-
ters of opinion. A more particular reason is the peculiar
conditions Yihich are to be found in the affiliated rela-
tionship of parent and subsidiary companies* The chief
factors in corporate affiliation which give rise to ac-
counting complexities are few in number and may be stated
briefly, but they and their ramifications are sufficient
to produce many rather intricate problems and computations*
All the dif iculties surroundirg ti e presentation of ac-
curate consolidated statements may be said to arise from
the following facts peculiar to interoorporate ownerships*
1* The "Investment" aooount on the books
of the holding company usually does not
correspond in the value at which it is
curried, to the proportionate value of
the subsidiary, ownership in which it
represents*
(1) "Accounting Theory and Practice" Vol. II, 571, Kester.

2* The holding company docs not always own
100/$ of the stock of subsidiary companies
end the minority interests must be ac-
counted for*
3* The affiliated Interests may be further
oomplioated by reciprocal ownership*
4* Holding oompanies may operate subsidiaries
for otfcer reasons than profit*
5* Profit of an affiliated company j^ade at
the expense of a related company is not
profit to Hh consolidated interests*
6* It is possible that ordinary accounting
principles nay be overlooked because of
intercompany complexities*
It is the purpose of this thesis to present
the major accounting problems involved in effecting a
consolidation or merger and in the preparation of consol-
idated eti-tacexits for cffiliatcd corporate interests,
to consider various theories regarding their accurate
accounting solution, and to attempt to arrive at the most
logical conclusions* The ordinary adjustments and
eliminations of intercompany aooounts and the routine

of preparing working sheets and setting up -toe consolidated
statements will not be dicoussed. The thesis is intended
to be an interesting, intelligent treatise of the major ao»
counting problems, and a dissertation on the most accepta-
ble interpretation and application of accounting theory to
be used in the solution thereof*
Special attention is devoted to the problem of
reciprocal ownership because this feature of intercorporate
relationship is not discussed in available accounting tests
and because it is dosired to present an original method of
determining stock values where these are hidden in the maze
of affiliated interests, which determination is often a
difficult computation even when the accountant ia skilled
in the application of algebraic formulae.
The problems will be classified according to
the factors outline*: above which give rise to them. The
manner in which the various problems are classified is
indicated in the table of oontents.

CllAPT&l II
Methods of acquiring controls In acquiring
control through consolidation a new company is formed to
take over the assets and liabilities of the old conpaniesj
giving in payment therefor either cash or stock in the new
company. In a merger the only difference is that one
existing company, instead of a new company, absorbs the
others* In either case the old companies distribute the
proceeds of the sale of their assets to the stockholders
and go out of business* If it is desired to obtain con-
trol through a holding company, stock in the companies is
purchased by the holding compeny, the companies continue
operations, and control is effected by electing the direo-
toDS of -the companies* The holding company may be newly
formed or may be one of the existing companies*
Basis of valuation* —— ?<here control is to be
acquired through a holding company the stock of the compan-
ies may be purchased in the open market, in which case it
might be obtained at different tii^es and prices* YJhere,
however, the stock is to be purchased from individuals or
groups of stockholders, the situation is similar to that

in which the assets and liabilities are purchased, inasmuch
as the etock will hare to be bargained for. Thereupon arises
the same problem as exists in a consolidation or merger,
namely that of properly valuing the stock and determining
the amount of cash or stock to be ©xohanged therefor.
Tho payment to be made for each company in a
consolidation or merger, or for the stock of each company
to be controlled through a holding company, will usually
depend upon capitalised earning power and value of net
assets. This is generally the case unless, in order to
get control, a prioe not commensurate with these factors
must be paid.
Wxere tho iff* assets and liabilities or the
stock of several companies is to be purchased, if an
equitable price is to be paid for each, the valuation of
not assets and the determination of earning power must
be raade on bases that are comparable. A fair valuation
of the assets may be obtained by employing competent ap-
praisers. Liabilities can be determined and verified.
The determination of earning power however is not so
simple.

In the vlrst place the records of earnings must
be verified as to accuracy*
Allowance must be made for unusual conditions
or factors -which produced profits or losses when these
conditions or factors no longer exist*
Cost and depreciation methods although substan-
tially correct, may have differed enough to require adjust-
ments of earnings to be made*
Management salaries should be adjusted to a
uniform brsis*
Interest on borrowed capital * —— Although as
indicated above an accurate determination of asset values
and of earning power is essential, a further qualification
of earning power must be ir.ade before it can be said that
tl ese two factors form the basis for the valuation of a
company to be purchased* The amount to be paid will be
based on asset value,— and earning power in excess of a
normal return on the capital invested* Expressed more
succinctly what is to be purchased is the net assets and
the goodwill of the business* Apparently it is because

this principle is not clearly conceived that some authors
erroneously state that interest on borrowed capital should
not be included as a deduction from earnings in determine
1
ing the earning oapacity of the business. The follow-
ing illustration reve:,ls the fallibility of such reasoning*
Suppose a company with total assets of $2,000,000,
capital stock of $1,000,000., and a bonded indebtedness of
$1,000,000. earns $120,000. annually, $60,000* of which is
paid out as interest on the bonds* If 6% is considered a
normal return on investment in the industry, what is the
good-will of the business? Obviously there is none* But
if in computing the earning capacity of the business inter-
est on the borrowed capital is excluded the earnings would
be stated as $120,000* If these were capitalized at 6%
the good-will would be stated as $1,000,000, which, on the
face of the thin?; is absurd* Tfoo would be willing to pay
12,000,000* for a business having net assets of $1,000,000*,
yielding a net return of $60,000* or Z% on the investment,
when the bondholders receive 6% and have a prior claim on
all assets?
(1) "Accounting Theory and Praotice", Vol* II, P. 527, Kester
"Principles of /ccounting". Vol. il, Ch. 47, P* 7, Finney.

Another illustration -will further emphasize
the point* Suppose in the above case before any pur-
ohase or consolidation the bonds were redeemed and pre-
ferred stock issued therefor* Using the same method of
calculating goodwill as above, namely the capitalized
earnings, ( excluding interest on borrowed capital) less
net assets, the goodwill would be
Capitalized earnings §120,000* -«-*06 t2,000.00CU
Ket assets 2,000»000«
Goodwill 0
As far as goodwill is concerned it is iiiaaater-
ial to the purchasing company whether the invested oapital
consists of preferred stock or of bonds, yet here we have
the peculiar result produced of $1,000,000* goodwill in
one case and none in the other* A company cannot acquire
$1,000,000* goodwill by issuing bonds instead of preferred
stock*
Furthermore, to exclude interest on borrowed
capital would prove inequitable in the case of a eonsoli-
dation of two or more companies where one company has a
bonded indebtedness and another has not inasmuch as, if

the profits of the consolidation should prove to be
exactly the oombined profits of the individual com-
panies, the returns to the stockholders of the respec-
tive companies vould not be in the same ratio as they
were before.
To Illustrate:- Suppose the above described
company bo temed A Company , and another company having
#1,000,000. in net assets, income of $120,000. and no
bond issue, be termed B Company. If interest on invested
capital not be considered an expense, the distribution
of stock in the new company would be:-
A Company B_ Company
Capitalized earnings
(120,000 -|- .06) $2,000,000. $2,000,000.
Net Assets 1.000,000. 1.000.000.
Goodwill £1,000.000. $1.000.000.
On this basis stock in the new company would
be distributed equally to the stockholders of both com-
panies. If the profits were the same, #240,000. less
$60,000. for bond interest, and these were distributed

in the form of dividends, the former stockholders of B
Company wyuld receive $90,000* and of A also $90,000,
the stockholders of the former company losing and those
of the latter company gaining £30,000* &s the rssult of
the change in the form of organisation*
Prom the above illustrations the inaccuracy
of excluding interest on borrowed capital in the compu-
tation of goodwill is apparent*
Basis of stock allotments* -— Then the
valuation of the assets and goodwill of the companies
to be acquired has been determined and agreed upon, and
payment is to be made in stock, there remains to be
decided the classes of stock to be issued*
:iet assets may be ©aid for in common stock,
preferred stock or bonds* Common stock is usually
issued for goodwill* Although the more usual procedure
is to issue preferred stock or bonds for net assets, and
common stock for goodv.ill, any variation is possible*
Preferred stock for net assets* —- Tha
practice most generally followed of issuing preferred

stock for net assets and common stock for goodwill is
not as logical as it may seem at first thought. The
reason for this method of stock distribution is the
belief that, in case the consolidation is a failure and
liquidation results, the former stockholders in the
combining companies should be reimbursed first for the
net asets they contributed and after that for good~vd.ll*
This conception probably exists because of
the disrepute of the tena "goodwill", and the confusion
of the non-existing inflating intangible used to pro-
duce watered stock, with the really valuable attribute
of earning power* Suppose in a merger one company con-
tributed $1,000,000 in fixed assets, and because its
earning por.er was only normal it hod no goodwill, and
another company contributed #1,000,000» in net assets
and because its earning power was $50,000* moss annually,
it was credited with a goodwill of $250,000* The con-
solidation is a failure and liquidated, and preferred
stock having been issued for net t : sets, the former
stockholders of each company receive 1500,000* Now
although the consolidation has proved unsuccessful the

earning power of the second company was a valuable asset
when it was operating individually* Yet if it -were to
attempt to resume operations it would probably find its
extra earning power destroyed or seriously impaired*
Suppose a further extreme and say that the more import-
ant assets of the first company become obsolescent or
in other ways proved unprofitable and caused the failure
of the combination* Nevertheless it would be protected
to the disadvantage of the other company* "Khile each
company has suffered an equal loss on asset realisation,
the second company has lost a valuuble earning capacity
of more than normal returns*
The point is that when a value has been plnoed
upon net assets and earning porer, and eaoh company is
recognized to have made a contribution of that recognized
amount, losses whether from decreased earnings or from
liquidation of assets, should be borne in proportion to
that contribution*
Another inequality which may result if pre-
ferred stock is issued for net assets is "that, unless
the preferred stock is iiado participating, the company

contributing the greatest earning pover (goodwill) may be
disproportionately benefited* If the profits after con-
solidation should proTe to be considerably in excess of
the combined profits before consolidation, the return to
the stockholders of the companies whose contributions
were mostly in the form of net assets, being at a fixed
rate, would not increase proportionately as the return
to the ooupanies contributing mostly goodwill* This
would not be fair particularly where the increased pro-
fits might very possibly arise from advantages accruing
from title econoraio use of the net assets contributed*
It should be enpx asited that in a consolida-
tion or merger when net assets have been appraised and
earning power has been capitalized, a money value has
been placed on the respective contributions regardless
of their subst ncs or nature* Of course any arrange-
ment can be agreed upon and it might be that assets
are contributed solely for the consideration of a fixed
return, but in the absence of such special considera-
tions, if the companies expect to share in tile gains of
the consolidation in proportion to the value of their

20,
contributions, the issuing of only one olass of stock
will produce the most equitable results*

CHAPTER III
ELIMINATION OP INYESKENT ACCOUNT
The consolidated balance sheet. — Then a
combination of companies is effected through consolida-
tion or merger, the absorbed companies no longer exist,
the operations of the combination become those of one
company and are recorded on the books of that company.
Consequently there are no further accounting problems
arising because of the consolidation of interests. Then,
however, a holding company has been formed, or one of
the companies in a group of two or more controls the
other companies through stock ownership, accounting prob-
lems peculiar to the nature of the affiliation are con-
stantly arising and have to be solved* Bee use the
ultimate end of accounting is the preparation of finan-
cial st> tements for business guidance, ti e accounting
problems involved center around the consolidated balance
sheet and the consolidated profit and loss statement*
; s only the major accounting problems involved are to
be considered here, reference is made to texts which
give a clear outline of the best methods of physically
setting up the statements and the working papers used

1in their preparation*
The consolidated balance sheet is a statement
setting forth the financial condition, as a unit, of two
or more affiliated companies adjusted to eliminate the
effects of intercompany relationship, and segregating
the holding company's and minority interests therein.
The first major accounting problem in the preparation of
this statement is the elimination of the aocount on the
books of the holding company which represents ownership
of stock in the subsidiary companies, and to substitute
therefor the assets and liabilities of the companies, and
the interest of minority stockholders*
Methods of parrying the investment
*
— The
adjustments necessary to eliminate the investment account
naturally depend upon the manner in vrhich the original
entry was recorded and the method in rhich it has subse-
quently been carried*
One author describes the following entries as
2
variations in the method of recording the investment*
(1) "Principles of Aocourting", Vol. XI, Finney*
"Accounting Theory and Practice," Vol* II, Kester*
(2) "accounting", 127, Esquerre*

Dr. Investment in Stocks of I ffiliated Companies*
Cr* Cash
To record cost of investment*
-2-
Dr* investment in s tocks of Affiliated Companiea*
Dr* Goodvri.ll*
Cr* Cash
To record the par value of the stock purchased,
and the excess of cost over par, ishich is more
than offset by surplus equities of the stock*
-3-
Dr* Investment in Stocks of Affiliated Companiea*
pr • Surplus
Cr* Cash
To record the par value of the stock purchased,
and to charge surplus for the difference between
par and cost*
-4-
Dr* Investment in stocks of Affiliated Companies*
Cr* Caah
Cr * Surplus
To record the equity value of the eapital stock
of affiliated companiea*

Of the foregoing sets of entries ell but the
first hive no basis in accounting theory* The second and
third are incorrect bee- use there is no relation at all
between the par value of the stock purchased and the pur-
chase price* The fourth entry is wrong because -Were can
be no surplus obtained in a purchase, until the profit is
realized*
Wore acceptable variations are found in the
method of continuing the investment account on the books
of the holding compel y* One method is to continue to
carry the investment at cost, not adjusting the account to
reflect the holding company's share of subsidiary profits
and losses, and crediting dividends when received, to
"Income from Subsidiaries", and thence to Surplus* Another
method is periodically to adjust the Investment account to
refleot the holding company's share of subsidiary profits
or losses, o*' p.rging profits as they ere darned, and credit-
ing dividends -when they arc declared, to the investment
aocount* Then this method of carryirr t e investment ac-
count is employed the balance of the investment account
will represent the cost plus the holding company's share
of subsidiary surplus increase from the de te of the pur-

ohase to the date of the Balance Sheet*
Regardless of the method in vhich the invest-
ment is carried on the books of the holding company, vrhen the
consolidated balance sheet is being prepared, that portion
of the equity in the net assets of th* subsidiary at the date
of purchase is offset against the cor.t on the holding company**
books however recorded • If the investment account is carried
at book value the portion of the balance representing earnings
of the subsidiary since the date of acquisition, recorded as
income by the holding company but not distributed as dividends
by the subsidiary, is charged against surplus to eliminate the
duplication of profits and surplus of the subsidiary* This
duplication exists beoause the earnings of the subsidiary,
if they have not been distributed as dividends, are included
in its surplus; and, because they have been taken up on the
books of the holding company as income, are also included in
the surplus of that company*
The balance in the investment account now re»
presents the excess or deficiency of cost over the holding
company's equity in the net assets of the subsidiary at

the date of acquisition* This leads up to the discussion
of the correct treatment of this excoss cr deficiency on
the consolidated balance sheet*
Goodwill * —- In a consolidation or merger
or book
•the excess of the purchase price over the appraised/tralue
of the net assets is recognized as a payment for the good-
mil of the business bought. Likewise when an equity in
a business is bought through the medium of stock purchase,
the excess of the price paid over ihe book value of the
stock is also goodwill*
However, there are among accountants varying
opinions, more or less worthy, as to the correct presen-
tation of this excess on the consolidated bolance sheet*
One author, although not endorsing the method
presents the idea of charging the excess of the Drice
1
paid over the par velue of the stock against surplus*
There is, of course no logic in such account-
ing treatment and that author immediately repudiates it
(1) "Accounting", 131, Esquerre.

by stating*
"Admittedly, there is no valid reason for the
reduction of the cost of an investment to the par value
of the stock* -which it contains, principally Tshen the
controlling company hat deliberately recorded cost on its
books; and it is also admitted that it is not within the
province of an accountant to trespass uninvited upon the
premises of the surplus account, which is in principle
an aeoount belonging to the directorate. But in some
mysterious way the intangible asset goodwill has become
very objectionable to business people. To them it is
symptomatic of insufficiency of real values, and there-
fore, of inflation of assets* They frankly profess their
dislike for its presence in lihe balance sheet, even
thougi they are aware of the injury ich its exclusion
works upon surplus
Another theory is to charge the excess of
the purchase price of the stock over its book value
against the surplus of the holding company* The reason
usually offered for this treatment is that it is more
conservative than to capitalize the excess in the form
of goodwill*

A fourth method of showing this excess on the
consolidated balance sheet, much recommended, but little
used, is to set up, in place of the asset gooditf.ll, a
more descriptive title such as, "Cost of Stock of Subsid-
1
iary in Excess of its Book Value."
Deduction from goodwill . -— There the book
value of the stock of sub.' idiaries purchased by tho hold-
ing company is in excess of the price paid, the generally
accepted theory is that it should be deducted from good-
will wherever found on the consolidated balance sheet.
2
Other methods are to show upon the consolida-
ted balance sheet a capital surplus due to the fact that
a greater value of assets has been acquired than the price
paid; or to set up on the consolidated balance sl eet a
valuation reserve accourt by some such title as "Reserve
Representing Overvaluation of Assets of Subsidiaries.
"
Ihe above methods of handling the excess of
the book value of the stock over the purchase price suggest
the same variations of principle as those referred to in
(1) "Accounting", 443, Hatfield.
(2) "Accounting", 449, Hatfield.

the treatment of positive goodwill, only of course in the
reverse order*
Otrviously all these methods cannot be equally
correct, and the complacency with v?hich accountants accept
the variation* is not easily explainable.
It is true that conditions, when they are known,
l :ay require different methods of showing the excess or de-
ficiency on the consolidated balance sheet* If it is a
fact that the asset values on the books of the subsidiaries
may be overstated or understated, then definitely earmarked
accounts such a8 "Cost of Stock of Subsidiary in Excess of
its Book Value", or "Reserve Representing Overvaluation of
Assets of Subsidiaries", should be used to indicate respec-
tively the excess or deficiency of the price paid over book
value.
T/here the earnings of subsidiaries are above
normal, the purchase price must contain in part the price
paid for the privilege of sharing in these above normal
earnings, and is therefore correctly designated as goodwill.
The only condition #iich would warrant charging

the excess of cost over book value of the stock of subsid-
iaries to surplus would be that the holding company delib-
erately paid more for the stock than the book value and
the earning power would warrant*
Another aspect of goodwill not generally
rocognized, is that even when it is purchased it is not
a perpetual asset and should gradually be written off*
Tnhen goodwill is paid for what really is bought is the
right to receive profits over and above a normal return
on the investment excluding the consideration for good-
will* Iherefox-e the earnings which come as a result of
the investment are part a normal return on the investment
exoluding the price paid for goodwill, and part a return
of the price paid for goodwill* In other words the pur-
chase of goodwill ia an investment in a depleting asset
(above normal earnings ) which might be handled in either
of two ways. In the first place all returns above ft
normal rate on the investment could be considered a return
of the pure! ase price for goodwill and could be credited
to the asset goodwill; this method being based on the assump-
tion that none of these extra earnings are profit until

the entire investment has been recovered. fhe other method
would be to estij.iate the period over which the above normal
earnings will continue, and to write off the asset goodwill
over that period*
Stock issued by subsidiary * —- ?here the hold-
ing company acquires stook in a subsidiary by subscribing
to a stock issue rather than by purchasing issued stock
from the holders thereof, the basis to be used in determin-
ing the excess of purchase price over the book velue is the
book value of the stock after the holding company has paid
for the stock.
Ifffeot of increase or decrease of holding com-
pany interest* ¥/hen the holding company and minority
stockholders of a subsidiary subscribe to an additional
issue of stook at the same price and in the same ratio a«
the original holdings the payments to the corporation in-
crease the book value of their holdings an amount exactly
equal to their payments and hence there is no effect on
1
the goodwill arising from the original purchase*
"When* however, the peroertage of the holding
(1) "Principles of Accounting", Vol* II, Ch* 62, P. 7, Finney*

company's interest in the subsidiary is increased or de-
creased there is a difference of opinion as to the correct
method of showing on the consolidated balance sheet the
effects of this change on the holding company's interest
1
in the surplus of the subsidiary.
For the purpose of illustration let us use
the same case as offered in Kester 's "Accounting Theory
and Practice", in order that conclusions arrived at here
may be compared with those presented in that text.
"Assume that Company A purchases a &0% inter-
est in Company B for $100,000. The capital stock and
surplus of Company B at the date of the purchase were
£100,000. and $50,000. respectively. The book value
of Company A's holdings amounted to <>90,000» - the con-
solidated goodwill thus being $10,000. At the end of
the first year after purchase. Company B earns a net
profit of $50,000., #30,000. of whioh is recorded on
Company I 's books as a debit to the investment account
and a credit to its surplus. Shortly thereafter Company
B offers subscription rights to £100,000. of new capital
(1) "/ocounting Theory and Practice", 554, Kester.

stock at a price of $175* per share. Company A subscribes
to 60$ and the minority interests take only 20% of the is-
sue, the remaining not being issued* Determine the change
in value of the consolidated goodwill*
"
Briefly, the effect of the above transactions
is found to be as follows:-*
Capital g urplus Total
Holding company's interest
before additional isoie $60,000* 4-60,000* 1120,000*
after additional issue 120,000* 106,667* 226,667.
Increase in interest 60,000* 46,667* 106,667*
Cost of increase 60,000* 45,000. 105.000*
Gain in book value of holdings
above cost of same $ 1,667*
It is generally st: tecl that the above amount*
$1,667*, should be credited to the goodwill balance result-
ing from the holding company's original investment* The
reason ofered is that that treatment would be more conser-
vative than to transfer this balance from the minority in-
terests ' surplus to the surplus of the holding oompany*
The fact that the treatment is conservative.
Company A's interest in Company B's net worth was 60% before and
66 2/Z% after the new issue of stock* Company B's net worth
before the new issue was $200,000* and was increased by the pro-
ceeds of the stock issue (800 x $175*) to $340,000* Company
A's interest was therefore, $120*000* before, and $226,667.
after the new issue*

however, does not seem to be sufficient ret sen for its
use. Y/hat actually results is a transfer cf surplus from
the minority interests to the holding company, and any
unwillingness to show this result on the balance sheet is
not easily understood. Vhy not, by the same token of
conservatism, eliminate the goodwill from the balance
sheet and charge it to the surplus of the holding company*
Subsidiary interest in another subsidia ry.
There a holding company acquires an interest in a sub-
sidiary which owns stock in another company, the good-
vdll to be shown on the consolidated balance sheet is
the sum of the goodwill resulting from the subsidiary's
purchase of stock in the third company puis the goodwill
resulting from the holding company's pure asc of the
sub-holding company's stock.
For illustration the following example is
selected from Kester's "Accounting Theory and Practice,"
1
although the solution is considerably simplified.
"Assume that Company X has a capital stock of
1100,000. and surplus of $32,0O0«, of which #4,000. was
(1 ) "Aocountir.g Theory and Practice", 545, Kester.

added out of the previous year's profits which amounted
to #10,000* The balance, 46,000*, of profits had been
disbursed as dividends. One year ago Company S had ac-
quired a 90% interest in Company X at a cost of £125,000.,
at which amount the investment account is nor carried on
i>'s books* Company 8 has capital stock of 1500,000. and
surplus of $200,000* Company H nov. purchases an 80%
interest in Company S for $600,000* Y-hat is the amount
of the consolidated goodwill? 0
The consolidated goodwill in this case would
be the sum of:
The excess of the purchase price paid by S
Company over the book value of the X Company's stock at
date of acquisition, viz:-
£125,000* - 90% of #128,000. » $9,800*00
The excess of the purchase price paid by H
Company over the book value of the S Company's stock at
date of acquisition, viz:-
#600,000* - 80% of #703,600.* $37, 120*00
The total goodwill to be shown on the consol-
idated balance sheet would therefore be $46,920.
* The book value of S Company's stock at the
date of acquisition was its capital and surplus, $700,000.
added to its share of X Company's profits not taken up on





In the preparation of consolidated balance
sheets complications arising from the fact that the
holding company does not own 100% of the stock in loxb-
sidiary companies are few end are concerned chiefly
with the setting forth of the minority interests on the
consolidated balance sheet. Yfoere, however, there
exists reciprocal ownership between the companies the
computation of the value of the stock of each company
is necessary in order to determine the value of the
minority interests therein* This is probably the most
difficult part of preparing consolidated statements,
and in order to present a thorough treatment of that
particular subject the succeeding chapter is devoted
to illustrating different methods of obtaining the de-
sired results*
Minority interest in net worth*—- In order
to present a statement of the financial condition of a
holding company it is necessary to substitute for the
investment account on the books of the holding company

the assets and liabilities of the subsidiary companies.
Khere there exists minority interests in the subsidiar-
ies to be absolutely exact there would be substituted
for the investment accounts only that proportion of the
assets and liabilities which the holding company owns.
Such a statement would be fur from satisfactory, and so
the method used is to set forth all the assets and lia-
bilities and to indicate the minority interests in the
net worth section of the consolidated balarce sheet*
Some authors prefer to list the minority
interests in capital stock and surplus as liabilities
on the consolidated balance sheet, on the ground that
1
it is an outside capital liability. Kester, although
he oonsiders it a"truer index of the exact status of
affairs", to show the minority interest in surplus in
the net worth section, points out that where the amount
is negligible it is sometimes shown as a liability on
the ground that "the minority has a claim on that sur-
plus and will very probably, in the near future, receive
2
it in the form of dividends** Ohat the logic behind
(1) "Principles of Accounting", Vol. II, Ch. 48, P. 11 Finney
(2) "Accounting Theory and Practice", 548-9, Kester.

this "variation is not sound is apparent becaui-e the
sane might also be said regarding the holding company's
surplus • Part of it may also be distributed as dividends,
but until such dividends are declared no one would sug-
gest showing part of the surplus as a liability*
Minority interest in deficit* — The gen-
eral practice of showing the minority interest in a
deficit is to show it as a deduction from the minority
interest in capital stock* Hoverer, it is satieti/uea
suggested on the ground of conservatism, that the entire
deficit be treated as applicable to the holding conpany,
on the theory that the holding company :iay prefer to
operate the subsidiary at a loss, rather than to permit
liquidation, iiven accepting such condition to be a
fact it does not follow that the holding c ipany should
be called upon to assume the oiinoritv's share of the
deficit, unless the holding company intends to guarantee
to the minority interests the par value of their stock
or dividends on the shares they hold*

surplus reserves of subsidiaries* — There
surplus of a subsidiary has been set aside and earmarked
for a definite purpose such appropriation r/ould be clear-
ly indicated on a balance sheet of the subsidiary company*
V?hen # however, a consolidated balance sheet is set up,
this segregation would have to be indicated for both the
holding company and the minority 'a interest in the ap-
propriated surplus* To avoid such an awkward presenta-
tion it is deemed sufficient to state the facts concern-





Complications of reciprocal ownership * -— Recip-
rocal ownership exists in a group of affiliated companies
when two or more of the companies own stock each in the other.
Such a condition causes compliootior.s in computing the book
value of the stock of the respective companies because the
book value of the stock of say, Company A, consists of its
own net assets plus a proportionate part of the net assets
of Company B; but the bock value of Company B is its net
assets plus a proportionate part of the book value of Com-
pany k* There are therefore tiro unknowns, each depend-
ent upon the other* The detenianation of these unknown
values presents a problem which ordinarily requires the
employment of simultaneous equations for its solution*
Then bock value- must be ascertained* There
are severel occasions when it is necesst ry to determine
the value of a co;npany's stock* In a consolidation or mer-
ger the purchase price of a company's stock depends in
part upon the value of the net assets* In Hie preparation
of a consolidated balance sheet there are two instances
in vhich it is essential to determine the book value*

Goodwill on the balance el eet is the excess of the pur-
chase price over the book value of the stock at the date
of acquisition* In the net worth section of the consol-
idated balance sheet the minority interest in the net
assets of subsidiaries must be exhibited*
Algebraic method of determining value of
stock* —- In determining by algebra the value of the
stock in two or more companies having reciprocal owner-
ship the unknowns, or stock values, are first stated in
the form of simple equations* For example, suppose
Company A owns one-half of the stock of Company B, Com-
pany B owns one-fourth of the stock of Co.pany A, and
the balance sheets are as follows »**
Corr.pany A Company B
Het assets excluding
intercompany investment 0200,000* $100,000*
Capital .tock 100,000* 90,000*
Surplus 100,000* 10,000*
Letting wA n and "BM respectively represent





$200,000* plus 1/2 B
$100,000* plus 1/4 A*
Bie unknown values may then bo corputed by
addition and substraction, or by substitution*
In Hie illustrations which follow each of
these different methods will be used*
cation of algebraic formulae and would have difficulty
in computing by algebra -the value of the stock of com-
panies having reciprocal ownership* fhe solution my
be obtained, however, Y/ithout the use of algebra, by the
so-called potential liquidation method* This method
is bused on the reasoning that the value of the stock of
each company is the value which the stockholders of the
respective companies would receive if the assets wore
liquidated and distributed to them* Because the values
as going concerns is what is desired, no loss from li-
stock* L^any persons are not skilled in the appli-

quidation is considered, and realization is presumed to
be 1005k
In order to present clearly the solution of
the problem of reciprocal ownership and to compare the
algebrsie with the potential liquidation method, three
illustrations will be given of obtaining the desired
results by each method*
The first illustration will be of tiro com-
panies, the second of three companies, and the third
of four companies, each owning stock in the other*
Illustration number one, of tv/o companies
each owning stock in the other, - algebraic method*
The Journal of Accountancy of April, 1932
oontair.s a solution of Problem #3, Part 2 of the
American Institute Examination given November 13, 1931*
The problem is a proposed consolidation of four comoan-
ies and requires a balance sheet of the new company
and a statement of the amount of stock in the new com-
pany to be received by the stockholders of each of th«
four old companies in exchange for their stock* The

stock in the new company is to be issued on the basis
of the net worth of each company, the net worth having
been adjusted for goodwill* The determination of the
value of the stock of two of the companies, A and D,
is complicated by the fact that each of these companies
owns stock in the other. The Journal of Accountancy
obtains a correct solution by the algebraic method and
offers an alterative method of determining the value
of the stock of these tro companies without the use of
algebra* This alternative solution, however, does not
obtain accurate bat only approximately correct results*
In order not to confuse the illustration by
matter not pertinent to reciprocal ownership, only that
part of the problem described above has been selected
for illustration which has to do with determining the
value of the stock of Companies A and D*
Company A owns $10,000* of a total of
$3,000,000* capital stock of Company D, and Company D
owns $50,000* of a total of #1,000,000* capital stock
of Company A* The net worth of the t*o companies

excepting their investment in each other s stock is Com*
pany A #2,701,240.18, and Company D #5,404,602.68.
The determination of the value of the stock
of each company may be obtained by algebra, (by substi-
tution) as folio-era:-
Let A equal tbe net vortb of A Company
Let D equal the net fcorth of D Company
Then A equals $2,701,240.18 plus 1/300 D, and
D equals $5,404,602.66 plus 5/100 A
Solving for At
Expressing 1/300 D in terms of A,
A equals $2,701,240.18 plus ™ (5,404,602.68 plus
300
Y.hich, removing the parenthesis becomes,
A equals 2,701,240.18 plus 18,015.34 plus A, or




D equals $5,404,602.68 plus ^ A
D equals $5,404,602.68 plus (2,719,708.81)
D equals $5,404,602.68 plus 135,985.44
D equals #5,540,588.12

The stockholders of A Company will therefore
receive 95/100 of 2,719,708.81 or $2,583,723.37 for their
interests, and the stockholders of D Corspany ?ill receive
299/300 of $5,540,588.12, or $5,522,119.49 for tf.eir in-
terests.
Illustration number one, of two companies each
QT.ning stock in the other, - potential liquidation method
.
The same nrobleia may be solved without the use of algebra
as follows:—
The valu« of the stock held by the stockholders
of A and D Companies respectively is the value which they
would receive if the net assets of each company wore li-
quidated at 100/« on tiie dollar and distributed to the
stockholders.
Proceeding on this bo sis, determine what the






Net assets excepting in
vestment in other company 2,701,240*18
Investment in D Company 10,000.00
Invefitnent in A Company -
Capital btook $1,000,000.00

The distribution on liquidation of A Company
would be:
To D Company:- 5% of $2,701,240*18 in cash
and $500 • of D Company stock*
To other stockholders:- 95% of $2,701,240.18
in cash and $9,500* stock of D Company*
The $500* of its otto Btook received by D Com-
pany in the liquidation of A Company becomes treasury
stock and the amount of its total assets to be distri-
buted is $5,404,602.68 plus $135,062,009 or $5,539,664*689.
This amount would be distributed as follows:-
Total stock outstanding $2,999,500*
Held by former stockholder*
of A Company 9,500*
Held by other stockholders 2,990,000*
The former stockholders of A Company would
therefore receive 9500/2,999,500 x £5,539,664.689. or
$17,545.20.
The stockholders of D Company -would receive
2,990,000/2,999,500 x £5,539,664 .689 or $5,522,119.49.

The stockholders of A Company would therefor©
have received for their holdings $2,566,178.17 (9S% of
$2,701,240*18 ) plus $17,545.20 or a total of $2,583,723.37
and the stockholders of D Company -would have reoeived
$5,222,119.49.
This solution agrees exactly •with the solution
obtained by the ut>e of algebra, is less •taplaac in appli-
cation, and more easily eomprehended by one not skilled
in the use of algebraic formulae.
Illustration number tv:o, of three companies
each owning stock in the other, - algebraic r.ethod . —
Suppose that, for purposes of a consolidated balance
sheet or for other purposes it is desired to knov the
value of the stock held by the stockholders of each of
the following oompanies, whose balance sheets appear
belov.

A Company B Company C Company
Assets #250,000. $150,000. #60,000.
Investment in A Co. - 40,000. 20,000.
Investment in B Co. 25,000. - 20,000.
Investment in C Co . 25,000. 10,000. -
Total Assets $300,000. $200,000. $100,000.
Liabilities 1180,000. $100,000. $ 40,000.
Caoital Stock 100,000. 50,000. 50,000.
Surplus 20,000. 50,000. 10,000.
Total Liabilities
and Capital $300,000. f200,000. f100, OOP.
In order not to complicate the illustration
by matters not pertinent to reciprocal ov/nership it is
assumed that all stock was purch sed at book velue,
that there is no goodwill and that all adjustments have
been made.
An alysis of the above balance sheets reveals
that the net assets of Companies A, B and C excluding
investments in other companies are 670,000.,$50,000. end
§20,000. respectively, and that

A owns 50% of B and 50% of C.
B ovms 40% of A and 20% of C*
C. ovma 20£ of A and 40% of B*
To determine the value of the stock of each
co mpany let
A equal the net v.orth of A Company,
B equal the net worth of B Company,
C equal the net T/orth of C Company*
Then
A equals $70,000. plus 50% B plus 50% C
B equals §50g000» plus 40% A plus 20$ C
C equals §20,000. pj.us 20% A plus 40% B
Solving for A*
(1) A equals #70,000* plus 50% B plus 50% C (as above)
(2) B equals $50,000. plus 40% A plus 20% C (as above)
rearranging (2):
(3) -40% A equals $50,000* less 100^ B plus 20% C
multiplying (3) by 2 1/2:-
(4) -100% A equals $125,000* less 250% B plus 50% C
substraoting (4) from (1),
(5) 200% A equals -$55,000* plus 300% B

(6) C equals $20,000. plus 20% A plus 40$ B (as above)
rearranging (6)
(7) -20$ A equals $20,000. plus 40% B leas 100$ C
multiply by 1/2
(8 ) -10$ A equals $10,000*. plus 20% B leas 505? C
add (1) and (8)
(9) 90% A equals $80,000* plus 70% B.
multiplying by 4 2/7
(10) 385^$ A equals 1342,857.14 plus 3005$ B
substractir.g (5) from (10)
(11) 185§$ A equals $397,857.14 or
(12) A equals $214,230.77
Solving for B:
rearranging (5)
(13) -300% B equals-455,000* less 200$ A
changing signs and substituting (12) for A
(14) 300$ B equals #55000. plus $428,461.54
(15) B equals 1161,153.85
Solving for C:
(16) C equals $20,000. pirns 20$ A plus 40$ B (as above)

52.
substituting (12) and (15) for A and B
(17) C equals §20,000. plus 20% (#214,230.77) plus 40^161,153.85 ) or
(18) C equals #20,000. plus §42,846.15 plus £64,461.54, or
(19) C equals $127,307.69
Proving the three equations assumed at the be-
ginning of the solution the value of each company's stock
is shown to be as follo-ws:-
A equals $70,000. plus $80,576.92 plus $63,653.85 equals #214,230.77
B equals #50,000. plus #85,692.31 plus #25,461.54 equals £161,153.85
C equals #20,000. plus $42,846.15 plus #64,461.54 equals #127,307.69
Eliminating intercompany stockholdings, the value
of each company's stock in the hands of stockholders is
found to be:-
A Company - 40$ of #214,230.77 equals #85,692.31
B Company - 10$ of #161,153.85 equals 16,115.38
C Company - 50% of #127,307.69 equals 38,192.31
#140,000.00
Thus it is found from the above ,-
That the net assets of A Company, #70,000. are in-

creased by the value of its holdings of B and C Companies'
stock by $80,576.92 and $63,653.66 respectively making a
total net worth of 1214,230.77, of which $85,692.31 belongs
to B Company, #42,846.15 belongs to C Company, and $85,692.31
belongs to the other stockholders of A Company}
That the net assets of B Company, $50,000. are
increased by the value of its holdings of A and C Compan-
ies' stock by §85,692.31 and $25,461.53 respectively making
a total net worth of #161,153.84, of which 180,576.92 be-
longs to A Company, 164,461.54 belongs to C Company, and
$16,115.38 belongs to the other stockholders of B Company;
And that the net assets of C Company, $20,000.
are increased by the value of its holdings of A and B Com-
panies' stock by #42,846.15 and 164,461.54 respectively
making a total net worth of $127,307,69, of which §63,653.86
belongs to A Company, $25,461.53 belongs to B Company and
£38,192.31 belongs to the other stockholders of C Company.

54.
Illustration nuuber ty/o, of three coupanius, each owning
atock in the other, potential liquidation method . - - -
The same desired results, namely the value
of the stock of each company in the hands of stockholders,
and the net rorth of each company, may be determined with-
out algebra, as follo\
2he value of the stock of each company in the
hands of stockholders is the anxfie as the value they would
receive if all companies were liquidated at book value.
Let us suppose then, the liquidation of C, B,
and A companies in that order.
Balance sheets of the companies at
date value of stock is to be deter-
mined.
A Company B Company C Company
Net as ets excepting
investments in other
co ..oar.lea
Investment in A Co.
Investment in B Co.

























The distribution on liquidation of C Company
would be:»
ft
Cash A Co. ^tock B Co, Stock
To A Company 50 #10,000. #10,000. $10,000.
To B Company 20 4,000* 4,000. 4,000.
To C Co. stockholdera 30 6.000. 6,000. 6,000.
Totals JLOQ 20,000. 20,000. 20,000.
The assets of B Company Yrould then become
Cash #50,000. plus $4,000. equals $54,000*
A Co. Stock $40,000. plus #4,000. equals |44,000.
The #4,000. of its own stock reoeived from Company
C v/ould become treasury stock, and the balance of $46,000.
would be held as follows:-
A Company #35,000.
C Company Stockholders 6,000.
B Company Stockholders 5,000.
_f46,000«




Cash A Co* Stock*
To A Company 76 4/46 #41,086.96 £33,478 ,26
To B Co, stockholders 10 40/46 5,869.56 4,782,61
To C Co. Stockholders 13 2/46 7,043.48 5,739.15
100 $54,000.00 $44,000.00
The assets of A Cocipany would now be:-
Original From B Co . From C Co . Total
Balance__
Cash $70,000. $10.000. #41.086.96 $121.086.96
The $10,000. and $33,478.26 of its own stock
received from C Company and B Company respectively beoomes
treasury stock and the balance outstanding, $56,521.74,
would be hold as follows
Foraer Stockholders of C Company 111,739.13
Former Stockholders of B Coapeny 4,782.61
A Company Stockholders 40,000.00
Total ^56,521.74





Foraer Stockholders of C Co. $25,148.83
Former Stockholders of B Co. 10,245.82






A recapitulation of the amounts received by
the stockholders of each company shows:-
i
Company B Company C Company
. tockholders stockholders Stockholders
Liquidation of A Co. §85,692.31 $10,245.82
Liquidation of B Co. - 5,869.56
Liquidation of C Cc. g -




The value of the stock of each company may no*,
























Hie following statemej t shows in summary
form an explanation of the results obtained above:-
A Company B_ Company C Company
Net assets excluding
intercompany stock-
holdings $70,000.90 $50,000,00 #20,000.00
Value of A Company
stock held by B Coo- >
pany (40?6)and C
Company (20%) (128,538.46) 85,692.31 42,846.15
Value of B Coinpor\y
stock held by A
Company (50$) and
C Company (40^) 80,576.92, (145,038.46) 64,461.54
Value of C Company
stock held by A
Company {50%) and
B Company (20$) 63,653.85 25,4G1.53 (89,115.38)
Value of stock held
by stockholders $ 35,692.31 k 16, 115.38 t>38,192.31
Illustration number three, of four companies, each
owning
;
stock in the other, - algebraic method. — As the
number of companies involved in reciprocal ownership increases
the amount of detail in the solution increases correspondingly,




Suppose four companies each owning stock in
the other, -whose balance sheets contain the follov.ings-




holdings $100,000. #200,000. $300,000. $400,000.
Investment in
A Company - 20,000. 40,000. 60,000.
Investment in
B Company 40,000. - 20,000* 40,000.
Investment in
C Company 80,000. 40,000. - 20,000.
Inves taient in
D Company 120,000. 60,000. 10,000. -
1340^000. 6320,000. £370,000. $520,000.
Capital Stock $240,000. #200,000. $320,000. 1560,000.
Surplus 100,000. 12QpOQQ. 50,000. 160.000.
|340,O00. #320, OCX). ^370,000. $52Q f00Q,
An analyst ss of the ebove reveals that the net
assets of eaoh company excluding investment in other compan-
ies isj- A Company, 1100,000., B Company, £200,000., C Com-

pany, #300,000., and D Company, £400,000., and that,
A Company owna 20% of B, 25% of C and 33 1/3% of D,
B Company o ns 8 1/3% of A, 12|% of C and 16 2/5% of D,
C Coaiipany owns 16 2/3% of A, 10?$ of B and 2 7/9% of D,
D Company owns 25% of A, 20% of B and 6^% of C.
To determine the value of the stock of each
company let:
A equel net worth of A Company*
B equal net worth of B Company,
C equal net worth of C Company,
D equal net worth of D Company.
Then,
(1) A equals $100,000. plus 20% B plus 25% C plus 33 1/3% D,
(2) B equals $200,000. plus 8 l/SjC A plus 1Z\% C plus 16 2/3% D
(3 ) C equals $300,000. plus 16 2/Z% A plus 10?$ B plus 2 7/9% D
(4) D equals 0400,000. plus 25?$ A plus 20% B plus 6^% C.
Solving for A:«
multiply (2) by 2,
(5) 200% B equals *400,000. plus 16 2/3%& plus 25% C plus 33 1/3% D
rearranging (5)
(6) -16 2/3% A equals *400,000. less 200% B plus 25% C plus 33 1/3% D
substracting (6) from (1)

ei.
(7) 116 2/3$ A equals -$300,000. ;>lua 220$ 3
rearranging (3)
(8) -16 2/3$ A equals $300,000. plus 10$ B minus 100$ C plus 2 7/9$ D
multiplying (l) by 4
(9) 400$ A equals $400,000. plus 80$ B plus 100$ C plus 133 1/3$ D
adding (8) and (9)
(10) 383 1/3$ A equals $700,000. plus 90$ B plus 136 1/9% D,
rearranging (4)
(11) -25$ A equals $400,000. plus 20$ B plus 6 1/4$ C minus 100$ D
multiply (11) by 4,
(12) -100$ A equals §1,600,000. plus 80% B plus 25$ C minus 400^ D
substracting (12) from (1)
(13) 200$ A equals -$1,500,0 O. minus 60$ B plus 433 l/3$ D
multiply (10) by 3 9/49
(14) 1220 20/49$ A equals #2,228,571 21/49 plus 28C 26/49$ B plus 433 1/3$ D
substractin g (13) from (14)
(15) 1020 20/49$ A equals $3,728,571 21/49 plus 346 26/49$ B
multiply (7) by 849/539
(16) 183 ~$ A equals -472,541 401/539 plus 346 26/49$ B
substracting (16) frou: (15)
(17) 836 |y$ A equals $4,201,113 93/539
(18) A equals $602,139.93

substituting the value of A in (7)
(19) B equals $402,649.96
substituting the value of A and B in (13)
(20) D equals 633,662.27
substituting the value of A, B and D in (3)
(21) C equals $441,566.72.
Proving the four equations assumed at the
beginning of the solution the value of each company's
stock is s. ov/n to be as follows:-
A equals £100,000. plus 580,529.99 plus $110, 389.18 plus $211,220.76
equals #502,139.93
B equals #200,000. plus #41,844.99 plus $ 55,194.59 plus $105,610.38
equals #402,649.96
C equals #300,000. plus #83,689.99 plus # 40,265.00 plus # 17,601.73
equals $441,556.72
D equals #400,000. pluu #125,534.98 plus #80,529.99 plus # 27,597.30
equals £633, 662.27
Eliminating intercompany stockholdings # the value
of each company's stock in the hands of stockholders is found
to be:-
A Company, 9Q& of &302,139.93 equals #251,069.97
B Company, 5<# of #402,649.96 equals #201,324.98
C Company, 56^# of $441,556.72 equals #248,375.65
D Company,47|^ of $653, 662.27 equals $299,229.40
To tal $1,000,000.00

Thus it is found from the- above that the net
assets of A Company, $100,000*, are increased by the value
of its holdings of B, C and D Companies* stock by $80,529*99,
§110,389*18 and §211, 220.76 respectively, making a total
net worth of $502,139*93, of which $41,344,99 belongs to
B Company, $83,689.99 belongs to C Company, #125,534*98
belongs to D Company, and 1251,069.97 belongs to the other
stockholders of A Coxapany*
That the net assets of B Company, §200,000*
are increased by the value of its holdings of A, C and
D Companies' stock by ^1,844.99, £55,194.59 and 1105,610.38
respectively, making a total net v/orth of |s402,649.96, of
which #80,529.99 belongs to * Company, #40,265.00 belongs
to C Company, $80,629.99 belongs to V Company, ana |201,324.98
belongs to the other stockholders of B Company.
That the net assets of C Company, $300,000* are
increased by the value of its holdings of A, B and D Com-
panies 1 stock by 483,689.99, 140,265.00 and 117,601.73
respectively, making a total net vorth of $441,556.72,
of which $110,309.18 belongs to A Company, c 55, 194.59
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belongs to B Company, $27,597.30 belongs to D Company,
and 1248,375.65 belongs to other stockholders of C
Company*
And that the net assets of D Company, £400,000
•
are increased by the value of its holdings of A, B and C
Companies • stock by $125, 534*98, 180,529.99 and $27,597.30
respectively, tanking a total net worth of $633,662.27, of
which #211,220.76 belongs to A Company, $106,610.38 belongs
to B Company, §17,601.73 belongs to C Company and #299,229.40
belongs to the other stockholders of D Company.
Illustration number three, of four companies,
each owning stock in the other, potential liquidation
method. —— Proceeding on the same basis as in the
two procedinr; illustrations, namely, thet the value of
the stock of each company in the hands of stockholders
is the same as the value they would receive if all com-
panies were liquidated, realising 100 on all assets,
let us suppose the liquidation of D, C, B and A Compan-
ies in that order:-

Balance sheets of the companies at
date value of stock is to be deter-
mined*





holdings 1100,000. §200,000* $300,000, #400,000.
Investment
in A Co. - 20,000. 40,000. 60,000*
Investment
in B Co* 40,000. - 20,000. 40,000.
Investment
in C Co. 80,000. 40,000* - 20,000.
investment
in D Co. 120,000. 60,000* 10,000* -
Total
Assets $340,000* £320,000* $370,000* #520,000*
Capital
Stook $240,000. #200,000* #320,000. $360,000.
Surplus 100,000. 120,000. 50,0 >J. 160,000.
Total Het
Torth 1340,000. #520.000. $370,000. 1520,000.




% Cash A Co. Stock B Co, Stock C Co. Stock
To A Co. S3 1/3 #133,333.33 $20,000.00 $13,333.33 | 6,666.67
To B Co. 16 2/3 66,666.67 10,OX).00 6,666.67 3,333.33
To C Co. 2 7/9 11,111.11 1,666.67 1,111.11 555.56
To D Co.
stock-
holders 47 2/9 189,888.89 28,333.33 18,888.89 9,444.44
100 #400.000.00 $60,000.00 $40,000.00 020,000.00
The assets of C Company T.ould then become
Net Assets #300,0)0. plus 111,111.11 equals #311,111.11
.took of Co. A 40,000. plus $ 1,666.67 equals $ 41,666.67
Stock of Co. B 20,000. plus $ 1,111.11 equals $ 21,111.11
The 4555.56 of its ovm stock received from Company
D would becoi e treasury stock and the balance of stock out-




of D Company 9,444.44
C Company Stockholders 180,000.00
0319,444.44









































The $6,666.67 and 12,863.77 of its ovsn stock received
from D and C. Companies respectively becomes treasury otock and
the balance of stock outstanding, ^190,469.56 v.-ould be held as
follows:-*
A Company #69,060.87
Former stockholders of D Co. 19,513.04
Former stockholders of C Co. 11,895.65




The distribution on liquidation of B Company
•would then bet-
% Cash Stock of A Co*
To A Company 31.01 195,774.38 $11,055.04
To former stock-
holders of D Co. 10.24 31,642.77 3,652.46
To former stock-
holders of B Co. 6.25 19,290.25 2,226.63
To B Company
stockholders 52.50 162,162.16 18,718.04
100.00 #308,869.56 $35,652.17
The assets of A Company would then bet-
Original
Balance Ftor D Co. From C Co. From B Co. Total
Net Assets $100,000, $133,333.33 $84,405.80 495,774.38 6413,513.51
The $20,000., 111,304.35, and $11,055.04 of its
own stock received from C, and B Companies respectively
becomes treasury stock, and the balance of stock outstand-
ing, $197,640.61 -would be held as follows:-
Former stockholders of D Co» $ 33,217.68
Former stockholders of C Co. 25,704.89
Former stockholders of B Co. 18,718.04
























A recapitulation of the amounts received by the
stockholders of each company shov.si-
A Company B Company C Company D Company













$251,069.96 $201,524.98 $248,375.65 £299,229.41

The value of the stock of each company may




% of stock held Value of total



















She following statement shows in summary form an




A Company B Company C Company D Company
Net assets exclud-
ing intercompany
stockholdings $100,000.00 $200,000.00 4300,030.00 $400,000.00
Value of A Company
stock held by B,
C and D CompanJes (251,068*96) 41,844.99 83,689.99 125,534.98
Value of B Company
8took held by A,
C and D Companies 80,529.99 (201,324.98) 40,265.00 80,529.99
Value of C Company
stock held by A, B
and D Companies 110,589.18 55,194.59 (193,181.07) 27,597.30
Value of D Company
stock h( Id by A, B
and C Companies 211,220.75 105,610.38 17,601.73 (334,452.86)
Value of stock
held by stockhol-




HOLDING CoMP/NY UP5KATIHG LU BklDIARY
FUR RKASQSS OTHLi WM PR'jfIT
Subsidiary may be essential adjunct* mmm For
various reasons a holding company may continue to operate
and finance a subsidiary company although the subsidiary
shows an annual net loss* It way be that the subsidiary
is an indispensable part of the affiliated interests, or
that the management believes eventually the subsidiary
can be made to earn a profit* Consideration must be
given to this probability when the argument is advanced
that, because there is no legal responsibility on the part
of the holding company to assume subsidiary oblig? tions,
both the assets and liabilities of the subsidiary company
may be excluded from the balance sheet of the holding
1
company*
subsidiary owning mortgaged real estate* —
-
Montgomery, in his "Auditing, Theory and Practice", page
392, outlines the following suggested methods of showing mort-
(1) "Auditing, Theory and Practice", 4th Ed«, 392, Montgomery.

gaged subsidiary reel estate on the consolidated balance
sheet*
"1» Should the equity of subsidiaries in
real estate be shown without mention of amount of mort-
gages, merely stating that the asset item represents the
equity!
2m Should the equity be shov,n, stating
amount of mortgages in an explanatory note?
8* Should gross value of real estate be
shown in short, the mortgages deducted and the qquity
be carried out as an asset?
4* Should the real estate be shown as an
asset and the mortgages as liabilities?
5* Does it make any difference to these
questions if neither the holding company nor a subside
iary is obligated on the bonds? "
Montgomery's opinion is that, "The real
estate should be shewn on the aa et aide of a consol-
idated balance sheet and the mortgages on the liability
side, whether the holding oo^pany or the subsidiary or

bot! be obligated on the bonds or not."
Holding; company guarantee of subs idiary obliga-
tions. — The holding company, in order to moke secur-
ities of a subsidiary more acceptable or more attractive
to the public, sometimes guarantees dividends or interest
thereon* Yfoen this is the case the guaranteed dividands
or interest become an obligation of the aff iliated inter-
ests -when due, even though, if it is a dividend that is
guaranteed, the dividend has not been declared by the sub-
sidiary company. 5his differs from the usual case "where
a dividend is not a liability until it is declared by the
directors. V.bere the holding company does pay the inter-
est or divide ds on the securities of the subsidiary such
payments represent expenses of the ho ding company, and
althou{da increasing the cost of the holding company's
investment in the subsidiary, ordinarily do not increase
the value of that investment.
Y?here the holding company guarantees payment
of contracts of a subsidiary for future delivory of mer-
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ehandiso, notation of such fact should be made in a state-
ment or footnote on the consolidated balance sheet.

CHAPTER VII
CCWSOLIDATL'L' PrfOFIT AND LOSS.
Consolidated profit and loss statement* —- Just
as the consolidated balance sheet is not the balance si eet
of any actual legal business entity, the same is true of the
consolidated profit and loss statement* This statement
sets forth the combined financial progress of an affiliated
group of companies and is not the profit and loss state-
ment of any one company* As in the consolidated statement
of condition the elimination of intercompany clairns and
obligations is necessary to prevent an inflated statement
of ascets and liabilities of the affiliated companies as
a group, so also intercompany transactions involving sales
and purohases, inoome and expense, must be eliminated from
the consolidated profit and loss statement if the volume
of business and operating costs and expenses of the com-
bined interests as a group, is to be set forth "without
exaggeration•
Unrealized intercompany profits* — Tibore
there is oontained in the inventory of one of the affil-

iatod companies goods purohased from & related company
at a profit to that company, the value of the inventory
must be adjusted to eliminate the element of intercom-
pany profit. Not to do so would be to infalte ti e value
of the inventory and to overstate the profits of the
consolidated group. The most usual method of effecting
the adjustment is to deduct the amount of intercompany
profit from the inventory in the cost of goods sold
section of the profit and loss statement, the deduction
also appearing on the balance sheet in the form of a
reserve for intercompany profit in inventories, deducted
from the gross amount of the inventory*
Y?here there are minority interests in the
company selling the merchandise, accountants differ as
to the amount of the reserve to be set up. Some hold
tiiat only such percent of the intercompany profit in
inventories should be deducted, as is represented by af-
filiated interest in the selling company. Tho; e -who
hold this view point out that the minority stockholders
in the selling company have a right to consider that a
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profit has been realized ainee the goods have been sold
to a company in which they have no interest* Other ac-
countants hold that a reserve should be set up for the
entire amount of the unrealized profit instead of for
the holding company's proportion thereof, debiting pro-
portionately the holding company and the minority inter-
1
ests. A still further variation is offered •which
eliminates the entire intercompany profit and charges
2
the full amount against the holding company's surplus.
The second suggested method seema to be the
most logical for the following re&sonsi The consolidated
profit and loss statement and balance sheet are state-
ments of a group of affiliated companies as a whole and
do not purport to represent tine progress of any one
company es 3uch. Those offering various other theories
appear to lose sight of this fundamental purpose and
nature of consolidated statements. A group of related
companies, as a group, cannot earn a profit by dealings
within itself. It is hard to conceive how a minority
(1) "Principles of Accounting" Vol. II, Ch. 52, P. 17, Finney.
(2) "Accounting Theory and Practice", 562, Kester.

interest could be injured by showing their interests on
a consolidated balance sleet at an amount different from
what it would appear on an individual balance sheet of
the company* There are no entries made on thf«t company's
books changing their interests, and anyone concerned with
the value of minority holdings would hardly refer for in-
formation to a consolidated balance sheet of an affiliated
group which happens to ovn stock in that company*
Cost of Goods Sold * — In the preparation of
the consolidated profit and loss statement, if the cost of
goods sold is to be accurately shown, the reserve in the
opening inventory should be closed against the initial
inventory, the net amount being used as the opening item
in the determination of the cost of goods sold* The re-
versing of the entry creating the initial reserve would
establish the correct net profit for the period but would
fail to establish the correct figure for cost of goods
1
sold*
Sale of goods before combination* — Then
the inventory of a company contains goods purohesed from
(1) "Accounting, Theory and Practise, n 570, Kester*
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an affiliated company before the affiliation took place,
the profit element in the inventory ia not intercompany
profit and therefore no adjustment is necessary in re-
spect to tilat portion of the inventory.
Intercompany profit on fixed assets » mmm The
principle that a Rroup of two or more coEipanies cannot,
as a group . iaake a profit by dealings Tfithin itself ap-
plies to fixed ft sects as well as to merchandise* Thus
ishen a company produces fixed assets for or sells them
to a related company at a profit the intercompany profit
should be eliminated* To illustrate suppose that Company
A owns 805? of the stock of Company B, which company sells
fixed assets to Company A at a profit of $2,000* A Com-
pany's share of the profits of Company B at the close of
the accounting period should be reduced by 11,600* for
unrealized profit in fixed assets.
A further complication arises in intercompany
sales of fixed assets which does not exist in the case
of similar sales of merchandise inasmuch as the asset is
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periodically depreciated and the intercompany profit
becomes realized through charges to expense or manu-
facturing costs.
TThere the holding company ov<ns the asset
on "which the intercompany profit is made two methods of
accounting for the transaction on the books of the
1
holding company are suggested*
"(1)* The holding company may write
down the asset to intercompany cost by debiting surplus
and crediting the asset account instead of crediting
a reserve for intercompany profit. Depreciation will
then be oomputed on the carrying value of the property
as shown by tne asset account.
(2) 2he holding company may carry the
reserve and compute depreciation on the carrying value
of the property as measured by the debit balance in the
asset account nanus the credit balance in tre reserve
for intercompany profit*"
For instance suppose in the preceding illus-
tration that Company A paid Company B 410,000* for the
(1) "Principles of .Accounting ", Vol. II, Ch. 52, P. 19, Finney

fixed assets purchased. Uncier the first method Company A
would debit its surplus end ereuit the asset account $1,600,
depreciation then being computed on the balance of 18,400.
Under the second method it would debit surplus end oredit
a reserve for unrealized profit in fixed assets $1,600*
and compute depreciation on the $10*000* balance of the
asset account minus the $1600* balance of the reserve for
intercompany profit*
A still further aocounting complexity arises
wi en the transaction is betvreen subsidiary eompanies*
Suppose Company A ovna 00% of the stock of B Company
and 60$ of the stock of C Company* B sells C machinery
costing |40,000* for 150,000* B's profit is $10,O'X)*,
80% of which or #8,000. is A*a share* Of this #8,000.,
BO% - the amount of A*s interest in C, the vendee - r ay
be looked upon as an unrealized profit, the other 40$
being viewed as a realized profit* The unrealized pro-
fit to be set aside in a reserve for intercompany pro-
fits is, therefore, 64,800* If C depreciates the ma-
chinery at the rate of 10$ per year, at the end of the
first and each succeeding nine years, 10^ of this amount

or §480» will be transferred from this reserve to con-
solidated surplus.
YVhere the depreciation of fixed assets sold
with a resulting intercompany profit goes into the cost
of manufactured goods* if ti ere are any finished goods
in the hands of an affiliated company, a portion of the
intercompany profit ordinarily realized through depre-
ciation is not realized. Horever, instead of reducing
the amount of intercompany profit transferred from the
*escrve to surplus, it i3 generally considered more
practical to set up the unrealized portion in the reserve
for intercompany profit on inventories, the full amount
of the annual reduction in the reserve for unrealized
profit on fixed assets being allowed to stand wi'thout
1
adjustment*
(1) "Accounting Theory and Practice, 564, Kester.

CHAPTKk VIII
ORDINARY ACCUUHTING P.UliCIPLIS Ti:AT
MAY B£ OV -diOuKhD,
Because of the complexities involved in the
accounting for affiliated oorpoiations there is the pos-
sibility* that in the maze of intercompany relationships
necessitating considerable concentration, analysis and
logical thinking, fundamental accounting principles,
ordinarily very evident and siinpie of application, may
become obscured*
Subsidiary surplus at dpte of accuieitioiu
For instance it is an accepted elementary principle of
accounting that a profit oannot be made simply by a pur-
chase and thct any excess in the value of what is pur-
chased ov r cost is not realized profit until what is
purchased is sold* let this ordinary accounting prin-
ciple is violated by accountants who allow the holding
company's share of a subsidiary surplus at the date
of acquisition by the holding company to appear as sur-
plus of the holding company on the consolidated balance

sheet. That there are some usually cupable accountants
who advooate this treatment is indicated by Hatfield in
1
his chapter on the consolidated balance sheet.
Hatfield points out that this method of treat-
ment is based on a misconception of the facts as they
really exist* It is true that as far as the subsidiary
is concerned there is a surplus available for distribu-
tion in the form of dividends. But any of these dividends
which may be received by the holding company ere clearly
a reduction of its investment in the subsidiary* The
iiolding company's interest in the surplus of the subsid-
iary at the time of acquisition, -would therefore be offset
against the holding company's investment account, and be
eliminated from the consolidated balance sheet.
Hatfield points out, however, that "the hold-
ing company may acquire a surplus, in the form of pre-
mium on oapital stock if, in buying the stock of the
subsidiary company, it acquires assets exceeding in value
2
the par of the holding company stock issued in exchange*"





But he very clearly illustrates that such a premium arise*
from the excess of value of the net assets of the subsid-
iary and bears no relation to the sub . idiery surplus* He •
states,
"But this is irrespective of surplus on the
books of the subsidiary* Thus a company might have assets
actually worth §110,000* If a holding company acquired
all the stock of the subsidiary by issuing $100,000* Trorth
of its own stock, there "would arise a premium on stock
which would appear on the books of the holding company and
alto on the consolidated balance - 1 eet* This surplus
-would appear -whether the bocks of "toe subsidiary company
showed vlJ0,000* nominal capital and $10,000* surplus,
$110,000* capital and no surplus, or $120,000* capital and
a deficit of 310,000* Clearly the surplus acquired by
the holding company end show n in the consolidated balance
sheet is not that shown on the books of the subsidiary
company*
"
Intercompany bond holdings - premium and dis-
count* — There one affiliated comoany has purchassd

the bonds of another the elimination of the par value
of the bonds on the consolidated balance aheet is a
simple one, the liability of one company being offset
against the asset of the other # There are, however,
some refinements which should be recognised if the
consolidated statement is to present all the facts in
the most complete manrer pcsiible*
Then it is borne in mind that the consol-
idated balance sheet is intended to be the balance
sheet of the group of related companies as a Trhoie,
bonds hsld by related companies, are, as fer as the
group of companies is concerned, treasury bonds, end
should be shown on the consolidated balance sheet as
a deduction from bonda outstanding, the balance being
extended to the money column of the h< iance sheet*
Ihe purpose of this method of shoving intercompany
bond-holdings is to set forth the totol amount of ihe
issue end to indicate the fact that, as far as the
group of consolidated companies is concerned, part
of trie issue may still be used to provide funda»

Ihe handling of pretaium and discount on inter-
company bondholdings depends upon whether the bonds were
purchased free the company issuing them or from source*
outside the affiliated group* If purchased f:om the
issuing company the premium or discount accounts on the
books of the respective companies would be eliminated
against each other. There, hov ever, the bonds were
purchased from other than the issuing company, the pro—
iiiium or discount would be shown on the consolidated
baLiiice sheet under deferred charges as unamortized bond
premium cr under deferred credits as unamortized bond
discount*
Barnings of foreign subsidiaries* — V&tM
a holding company ooerates .subsidiaries in foreign coun-
tries attention must be paid to the fact that the earn-
ing* of such subsidiaries will be subject to united States
income taxes before they can be available for the purposes
of the holding company* Such earnings are not taxable
in the united States until they are received in this coun-
try* Montgomery suggests the following possible methods

1of accounting for such tax liability.
"SU Should one deduct from the consolidated
earnings the amount of tax which vould be paid for the
year in which the earnings were made, as if they had all
been earned in the United .states, setting up on the con-
solidated balance sheet an accrual for the entire amount
of taxes t/rich would be due under such conditions?
2 m Should one set up only the actual liabi-
lity \/hich rill be paid according to the tax return to
be filed by the holding company (which return will, of
course, not include earnings of foreign subsidis-ries not
yet received in the United States) and deduct such taxes
from the consolidated return?
3* Is it sufficient to append a note to the
balance sheet to the effect that the statement does not
include a provision for United States federal income taxes
on the earnings of foreign subsidiaries not yet received
in tills country?
In view of the uncertainty s involved, the
author believes that the third question shoald be ansv.ered
(1) "Auditing Theory and Practice, 4th Ed,, 403, fcontgomery.

in the affinitive, unless the auditor ia on notice
that the taxes may have to be paid within, say, one yenr*"
Although the above view may seem advisable
from a practical standpoint, correct accounting theory
would more naturally demand that the first method be
adopted* It is not easy to conceive of any difficulties
in setting up or any reasonable objections to a suit-
able reserve for such tax liability, if these earnings
ere to be included in the income stetement of the hold-
ing company, and in surplus on the holding company's
balance sheet*
Classification of inventories * — In the
preparation of the consolidated statements it is necessary
to combine the inventories of thr various^ companies* If
it is desired to classify the inventories into raw mater-
ials, goods in process, and finished goods the question
arises whether or not only those shall be considered finished
goods which are to be finally sold outside the affilleted
group* T.ithin the group itself the finished goods of one

company may become the raw materials or goods in process
of another oorapany* It is generally accepted that the
most reasonable method is to clas; ify the inventories
as they appear on the records of the individual compan-
ies • This is justifiable inasmuch as there is usually
an outside market for the finished goods of each company*
(1) "Acoountinp; Theory and Practice" Vol. II, 566, Kester»

QBAPTSU IX.
St* horizontal and vertic» 1 integration of
industrial unite, a ereoterised by the oer trelisation
of corporate control, hoc called upon tht secouritent
for the exercise of hie greatest skill in the science
of aceourts* Be is required to louk into the tja«e of
interwoven corporate rel-. tionshipe »nd by the scienti-
fic collection, intelligent analysis end honest presen-
tation of financial facte to provide the irfors&tlon
«hieh should serve as tJ e basic of decisions directing
the flow of capital r.nd l&ber in these big buaii ess
entersriaea«
It haa been the duty of fee accountant to
aee beyond the reb of iegel entanglements one" to visual-
ige trith true conception the financial condition end
progress as they affect the various related interests.
It haa been the purpose of this thesis to
select and discuss t? e nejor accounting prcblee&a of cor*

porate affillation, to classify these problems according
to the factors -which give rise to them, and w> ere dif-
ferences of opinion exist regarding the true application
of accounting principles, to present and compare these
different opinions.
Biese problems were first classified into two
group*, those ooncerned with a consolidation or merger
and those relating to the operations of the holding com-
pany and its subsidiaries*
The major accounting problems in a consolida-
tion or merger were found to be concerned with the scien-
tific valuation of the contributions of assets and earn-
ing power made by the companies involved in the consol-
idation or merger, and with the most equitable bases of
stock allotment to those companies
•
The aocourting problems relating to the
holding company and its subsidiaries are associated chief-
ly, although not entirely with the preparation of consol-
idated statements, and are further cles ifled as those

concerned v.itfa - the substitution on the consolidated
balance sheet of the holding company's equity in the
subsidiary's not worth for the investment aocount of
the holding company and the determination of the con-
sequent positive or negative goodwill; the treatment
of the minority interests in subsidiary companies;
the operation of subsidiaries for reasons other than
subsidiary profit; the eliminetion of irtercompany
profits; and the precaution against overlooking orii-
nary accounting principles in the intricacies of inter-
corporate relationships*
Another important purpose of this thesis
has been to present an original method of computing
the value of the stook of t-everel companies, when that
determination is coirplicated by the existence of recip-
rocal ownership* This method, rhich has been termed
the "potential liquidation" method, dispenses rith the
necessity for familiarity and skill in the application
of algebraic formulae* Hov^ever, in order to demon-

strate and prove the effac- iveness of this method, and
to compare the relative merits of the algebraic and po-
tential liquidation methods, illustrative problems were
solved by both methods; and to show the effectiveness
of both no matter to what extent reciprocal otmership
i:.ay exist, illustrations were presented of varying de-
grees of such intercompany stock ovnership, the final
illustration being of four companies each of which
owned stock in every other company in the affiliated
group.
It is hoped that this thesis, through a
logical classification tnd orderly presentation may
be helpful to a clearer comprehension of the aajor
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